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ABSTRACT
A thermodynamic constraint on convective available potential energy (CAPE) in continental environments
is established using an idealized one-dimensional model. This theoretical model simplifies the synoptic-scale
preconditioning framework for continental severe convection by considering a dry adiabatic column that
comes into contact with a moist land surface. A system of equations is derived to describe the evolution of the
ensuing surface boundary layer. From these, the maximum value of transient CAPE in the column can be
found for any particular combination of surface temperature and moisture. It is demonstrated that, for a given
range of surface temperatures, the value of peak CAPE scales with the Clausius–Clapeyron relation.

1. Introduction
Constraining the intensity of severe local storms in
continental environments presents a major problem at
the intersection of convective meteorology and climate.
While continental convective storms can be among the
most severe on Earth (Zipser et al. 2006), the problem of
how such storms may vary as a function of climate has
only recently begun to be addressed substantially
(Brooks 2013; Tippett et al. 2015).
Convective storms present a unique challenge in that
their spatial extent is too small for them to be resolved
by general circulation models. This difficulty is exacerbated in continental convective environments, where,
unlike for oceanic convection, the atmosphere cannot be
considered to be in radiative–convective equilibrium.
Therefore, climate research on these severe local storms
often focuses on the environments in which severe local
storms are formed. Convective available potential energy (CAPE) and deep-layer vertical wind shear are two
important parameters that, when considered in tandem,
provide a metric for the propensity of a given environment to support severe convection (Brooks 2009; Grams
et al. 2012). Both CAPE and shear are necessary
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(although not sufficient) ingredients for severe convection over land, and their respective climatologies are
important for determining the climatology of severe
local storms. Here, we focus solely on constraining peak
values of CAPE over land. We do not make any determinations about vertical wind shear as a function of
climate, and therefore this study does not explicitly
forecast changes in severe local storm climatology.
However, CAPE by itself still offers a significant environmental constraint on severe storms. Higher values
of CAPE theoretically correspond to more intense
storms (Weisman and Klemp 1982; Holton 2004), as
CAPE provides an upper bound for the theoretical
maximum updraft speed. Higher updraft speeds can in
turn support larger hydrometeors or ground-level winds
associated with a given storm. High CAPE is often
associated with especially severe types of continental convection, such as supercells (Emanuel 1994;
Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998; Bluestein 2007). Recently, several authors have studied the behavior of
continental CAPE in projected future climates using
general circulation models. Trapp et al. (2007) and Del
Genio et al. (2007) predict increases in CAPE in
the eastern half of the United States and over land in
general, respectively, under increased greenhouse
radiative forcing. Diffenbaugh et al. (2013) and Seeley
and Romps (2015) find evidence of CAPE driving
an increase in favorable conditions for U.S. severe
convection in data from the the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, phase 5, suite of climate models.
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Other studies achieve similar conclusions using dynamical downscaling of climate models (Gensini and
Mote 2015) and numerical pseudo-global-warming experiments (Trapp and Hoogewind 2016).
Yet, despite a growing consensus from modeling
studies that continental CAPE should increase with increased greenhouse gas forcing, a quantitative theory
underpinning this change remains elusive. In general,
one would expect warming scenarios in which temperature and moisture increase close to the surface to produce increased atmospheric instability. But can we say
something more specific about the particular paradigm
of instability generation that supports severe convection
over land? Currently, a theoretical constraint on even the
order of magnitude of CAPE in such environments does
not exist. For instance, why should CAPE be 2000 J kg21,
and not 200 or 20 000 J kg21?
While other studies (Parodi and Emanuel 2009; Sobel
and Camargo 2011; Romps 2011; Singh and O’Gorman
2013) have derived scalings to constrain equilibrium energy
scales for convection in the tropics, the highly transient
nature of CAPE in continental environments precludes the
use of a quasi-equilibrium framework for its study. Rather
than quasi equilibrium, the continental convection paradigm involves the time-dependent buildup and storage of
potential energy in conditionally unstable profiles. It is the
peak values of transient CAPE, rather than the timeaveraged background levels, that are therefore relevant to
the severe storm environments in which we are interested.
Therefore, we develop a simple, idealized initial value
problem encompassing a typical condition in which severe
local storms might form in continental environments.

2. Idealized model
The scenario being modeled is one that is canonically
associated with favorable severe weather environments
over North America: The southwestern high desert gives
rise to a hot, dry air mass that is advected eastward by
the mean flow aloft. Under certain synoptic conditions,
upon moving east of the Rocky Mountains, this air mass
is superimposed above cooler, moister air near the surface in the Great Plains and Midwest (Emanuel 1994;
Schultz et al. 2014). These regions are home to the
continent’s most frequent occurrences of extreme peak
CAPE (Brooks et al. 2003b), as the dry air mass acts as
an inhibitive cap, allowing CAPE to rise as energy builds
at the surface. It should be noted that the relative motion
of the ‘‘dry’’ and ‘‘moist’’ air masses aloft and near the
surface, respectively, often also provides the requisite
shear for supporting severe local storms.
With an inhibitive cap in place aloft, CAPE can be
generated by one of three mechanisms (Emanuel 1994).
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First, air in the free troposphere can be radiatively
cooled, thereby increasing instability for parcels lifted
from near the surface. A second possible mechanism for
CAPE buildup in this scenario is the low-level advection
of high-entropy air from outside the column, causing an
increase in instability by supplying increased heat and
moisture to the boundary layer from which parcels
might be lifted. Finally, CAPE can be generated by the
diabatic heating of near-surface air from below, as heat
and moisture (to the extent to which moisture is available) are fluxed from the land surface into the boundary
layer in response to diurnal solar forcing. In general, the
differential advection pathway and the diabatic heating
pathway are thought to be the most important in generating CAPE in severe storm environments such as
those in the Great Plains, with the former being more
important earlier in the spring season when synoptic
forcing is greater (Brooks et al. 2003a).
This model examines the diabatic heating pathway in
which low-level moisture in the boundary layer below
the elevated inhibitive cap is generated in situ through
the flux of latent heat from the land surface. In the sense
that the model generates transient peaks of CAPE in the
absence of external low-level advection, we thereby
demonstrate that the placement of dry air over a moist
land surface in the presence of diabatic heating is sufficient for providing instability to continental severe
storm environments.
The synoptic-scale circumstances outlined above can
be simply and ideally modeled by considering a onedimensional problem in which a dry adiabatic column is
placed in contact with a moist surface. As in the realworld case of dry desert air placed above a moister
vegetated surface, surface latent heat flux gives rise to a
moist surface boundary layer that expands with time,
given some radiative input to the surface.
The model consists of a single column of atmosphere
placed atop a zero–heat capacity land surface. To study
the simplest possible case, we begin with an atmosphere
that has zero water vapor everywhere. The column is
assumed to follow a dry adiabatic temperature profile
throughout its entire depth, with a near-surface air
temperature of T0 . This preinitial condition is shown
schematically in Fig. 1a (an example of the temperature
profile created is shown in Fig. 7a).
Then, at time t 5 0, a cooler, moister surface is instantaneously introduced. To accommodate the new
lower boundary condition, a surface boundary layer with
some initial height h0 is created, as shown in Fig. 1b. The
boundary layer is assumed to have a nonzero specific
humidity that is constant with height, and a temperature
profile that follows a dry adiabat (but at a cooler temperature than the that of the preinitial dry column). It is
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the single-column idealized model (a) before introduction of the moist surface and boundary layer, (b) at the initial
time, and (c) during its evolution. Indicated on each diagram are the dry static energy D, moist static energy M, temperature T, and specific
humidity q of each part of the system.

assumed (for a perfectly moist surface) that the air at
z 5 h0 has cooled to its wet-bulb temperature, such that
saturation is achieved exactly at the top of the boundary
layer. For less moist surfaces, we assume that the air at
z 5 h0 achieves a relative humidity equal to the evaporative fraction of the surface. The column above z 5 h0
(henceforth the ‘‘free troposphere’’) remains unperturbed, and retains its initial dry adiabatic temperature profile (an example of this is shown in Fig. 7b).
At time t . 0, the system is forced with a constant net
radiative flux Frad into the surface. Since the land surface
has zero heat capacity, we require the radiative input to
be exactly balanced by a sensible heat flux FS and a latent heat flux FL from the surface into the boundary
layer. As time evolves, the boundary layer expands upward, entraining dry air from above as it does so. There
is an associated entrainment heat flux Fe owing to the
discontinuous jump in temperature between the
boundary layer and free troposphere. This configuration
is illustrated in Fig. 1c.
It is assumed that the depth of the surface boundary
layer is greater than the Monin and Obukhov (1954)
length, so that the growth of the boundary layer is
thermodynamically, rather than mechanically driven.
We therefore assume the entrainment flux at the top of
the boundary layer to be proportional by a constant AR
to the surface sensible heat flux, as in Lilly (1968):
Fe 5 r(D0 2 D)we 5 AR FS ,

(1)

where we is the entrainment velocity, a measure of the
turbulent entrainment into the boundary layer of

quiescent air from above, and r is a reference density of
air. A typical value of AR is 0.2.
The evolution of the system is modeled in terms of the
dry and moist static energies of the boundary layer and
free troposphere. Since the free troposphere contains no
moisture and retains the dry adiabatic temperature
profile of the preinitial column for all time, its dry and
moist static energy are both equal to the constant
D0 5 cp T0 ,

(2)

where cp is the specific heat capacity of dry air. Meanwhile,
since the boundary layer has a constant vertical profile of
water vapor and a dry adiabatic temperature profile, its dry
static energy D and moist static energy M are both constant in height (but not in time). We assume that the initial
moistening of the boundary layer is done in a way that
conserves moist static energy, so at t 5 0, M 5 D0 . However, since the boundary layer is therefore cooled during
the initial moistening, it has an initial dry static energy
D , D0 at t 5 0, with a discontinuity in dry static energy
across the interface between the boundary layer and the
free troposphere. Therefore, at the beginning of the initial
value problem, there is a deficit of dry static energy in the
boundary layer with respect to the free troposphere. This
deficit in dry static energy can be thought of as a measure
of the inhibitive cap arising from the temperature inversion at the interface with the free troposphere.
As time evolves, heating of the boundary layer by FS
and Fe causes D to increase, thereby decreasing the
deficit in dry static energy. The decreasing dry static
energy deficit represents the erosion of convective
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inhibition by diabatic heating. Consequently, when the
dry static energy deficit goes to zero, the cap is eliminated
and convection can be thermodynamically triggered: this
represents the end of the problem we address here.
Concurrently, the fluxes of heat and moisture from
the land surface into the boundary layer cause M to
initially increase, thereby creating a surplus in moist
static energy in the boundary layer with respect to the
free troposphere. This moist static energy surplus will
serve as a proxy for the thermodynamic instability of
the column.
The evolutions of D, M, and the boundary layer height
h with time t are described by a set of ordinary differential equations:
dD
5 FS 1 rwe (D0 2 D) ,
rh
dt
dM
5 Frad 1 rwe (D0 2 M) ,
rh
dt
dh
5 we ,
dt
FS 5 rCT y sfc (cp Tsfc 2 D) ,
FL 5 arCT y sfc [Ly q (Tsfc ) 2 M 1 D],
*

FS 1 FL 5 Frad.

h 5 h0 ,

and

Tb 5 Tw 1 gh0 , and
init

cp Tw 1 aLy q* (Tw ) 5 cp (T0 2 gh0 ) ,

(12)
(13)
(14)

where Tbinit is the near-surface air temperature in the
initial boundary layer, and Tw is the temperature at the
top of the initial boundary layer; Tw is the temperature
achieved by cooling the preinitial air at z 5 h0 to the
point at which its relative humidity is equal to a, while
conserving moist static energy.
The time-dependent variables are nondimensionalized
according to

(3)

(15)

(4)

m[

M 2 D0
,
D0

(16)

(5)

h[

h
,
h0

(17)

t[

CT y sfc
t,
h0

(18)

(7)

Here, the rate of change of the boundary layer height h
is set equal to the entrainment velocity we , as defined by
(1). This velocity scale therefore governs both the
growth of the boundary layer and the dilution of its dry
and moist static energies. We have also introduced the
nondimensional coefficient a to modify the availability
of surface moisture for evaporation. This evaporative
fraction parameter holds a fractional value between
0 and 1, with those limits effectively representing a totally dry surface, and an (zero heat capacity) ocean
surface, respectively. The bulk aerodynamic flux formulas also include the parameter y sfc , an assumed
background wind speed for surface fluxes, and the timedependent temperature of the land surface Tsfc . Finally,
Ly is the latent heat of vaporization of water, and CT is
the nondimensional aerodynamic flux coefficient.
At t 5 0, the initial conditions of the system are
given by

M 5 D0 ,

init

D0 2 D
,
D0

(8)

D 5 D0 2 DDinit ,

DDinit 5 cp (T0 2 Tb ) ,

d[

(6)
and
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(9)
(10)
(11)

where DDinit is calculated from the assumption of fractional saturation at the top of the initial boundary layer,
according to

ds [
ms [

cp Tsfc
D0

, and

cp Tsfc 1 Ly q* (Tsfc )
D0

(19)
,

(20)

where d, m, h, and t represent the dry static energy
deficit, moist static energy surplus, boundary layer
height, and time, respectively. The dry and moist
static energies of the land surface are represented by
ds and ms . All variables are defined to be positivedefinite.
Additionally, we define the nondimensional constant
F[

Frad
rCT y sfc D0

(21)

to represent the net radiative surface input.
Applying the normalizations in (15)–(21) to (3)–(8)
yields the following nondimensional system of equations:
1 1 AR
dd
52
(ds 1 d 2 1) ,
dt
h

(22)

dm F mAR
5 2
(d 1 d 2 1),
dt h
hd s

(23)

dh AR
5
(d 1 d 2 1), and
dt
d s
(1 2 a)(d 1 ds ) 1 a(ms 2 m) 2 1 5 F.

(24)
(25)
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FIG. 2. Numerically integrated time series of (a) d, (b) m, and (c) h for T0 5 305 K, a 5 0:5, h0 5 100 m, ysfc 5 5 m s21 , and
Frad 5 200 W m22 .

This system is partially analytically integrated to arrive
at a system of three diagnostic equations and one timedependent ODE:
d 5 dinit h2(11AR )/AR ,
m5

F
t,
h

(26)
(27)

dh AR
5
(d 1 d 2 1), and
dt
d s
(1 2 a)(d 1 ds ) 1 a(ms 2 m) 2 1 5 F.

(28)
(29)

Note that, while these four equations contain five unknown variables, both ds and ms are functions of the
surface temperature Tsfc , as described by (19) and (20).
At time t 5 0, the nondimensional initial conditions
are given by
d 5 dinit ,
m 5 0,
h 5 1:

(30)
and

(31)
(32)

The system is integrated numerically to achieve time
series of d, m, and h. The integration ends when d 5 0,
since at that time the temperature inversion has been
erased, and convection is therefore thermodynamically
permitted.

3. Results
Solutions to (26)–(29) fall into three distinct categories, depending on the choice of parameters T0, a, y sfc,
and Frad. Figure 2 shows an example solution belonging
to the intermediate category. However, this solution
exhibits characteristics common to each category of
solutions:
After t 5 0, d decreases monotonically with time as
heat is fluxed into the boundary layer from the surface

and entrained from above, causing the temperature of
the boundary layer to approach that of the free troposphere. Likewise, the height of the boundary layer increases monotonically with time, as the entrainment flux
from the free troposphere remains positive. While the
boundary layer initially grows relatively slowly, the
growth rate increases substantially toward the end of
the problem as the dry static energy deficit is eroded and
the temperature jump across the interface with the free
troposphere becomes small.
The rapid expansion of the boundary layer at later
times results in nonmonotonic behavior of m. While
m initially increases as a result of the flux of moist static
energy from the moist surface into the boundary layer,
the rapid entrainment of dry air from the free troposphere at later times causes the moist static energy of the
boundary layer to decrease. Consequently, the moist
static energy surplus reaches a maximum some time
before the end of the problem. This transient peak in
m corresponds to a transient peak in CAPE.
After its peak is reached, the behavior of the m time
series depends on the problem’s location in parameter
space, as shown in Fig. 3. Keeping other parameters
constant, the time evolution of the moist static energy
surplus falls into one of three regimes, depending on the
temperature of the initial dry profile.
At low temperature, the moist static energy of the
boundary layer subsides to that of the free troposphere
(m / 0) as the temperature of the boundary layer approaches that of the free troposphere (d / 0). In this
regime, the convective instability of the column is
completely eliminated at the same time that its convective inhibition goes to zero. Thermodynamically
triggered convection is therefore impossible. However,
the thermodynamic instability of the column does
reach a transient peak shortly before the inhibitive cap is
exhausted, at which time convection could be triggered
by modest dynamic uplift.
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FIG. 3. (top) Time evolution of boundary layer dry static energy (solid blue line) and surface dry static energy (solid red line) for three
different values of T0 , with a 5 0:5, h0 5 100 m, y sfc 5 5 m s21 , and Frad 5 200 W m22 . Boundary layer dry static energy is plotted as 1 2 d to
provide a nondimensionalized measure of near-surface air temperature. The dashed black line at d 5 1 represents the level at which
temperature is equal to T0 . (bottom) Time evolution of the moist static energy surplus corresponding to each case. Panels represent the
(a) peak, (b) intermediate, and (c) asymptotic regimes.

At warmer temperatures, the system enters an intermediate regime, in which m reaches a transient peak
before relaxing to a finite positive value. The value
that m attains in its long time limit is dictated by the
initial temperature of the dry adiabatic profile T0 . In
this regime, thermodynamically triggered convection
is possible, since a finite amount of instability remains
after the dry static energy deficit is removed. Still, a
transient peak in m is reached while d is nonzero in
this regime.
Finally, at the warmest temperatures, the moist static
energy surplus has no transient maximum at all. Instead,
the maximum value of m is approached asymptotically as
d goes to zero as time goes to infinity. In this regime, the
maximum value of the moist static energy surplus is
identical to its long time limit.
In all three regimes, two of the three requirements
for preconditioning the environment for deep convection (as outlined in Doswell et al. 1996) are met:
The environmental temperature profile is conditionally unstable, and the boundary layer contains sufficient moisture such that lifted parcels will become
saturated and positively buoyant if they enter the free
troposphere. The final requirement, which applies in
all three regimes when m is maximized before d goes to
zero, is that some process provides dynamical lift for
parcels to reach their level of free convection. The

question of how and when this trigger is provided is
outside the scope of this study, but we can still attain
information about the magnitude of the transient
peak in conditional instability.
In both the intermediate regime and the fully asymptotic regime, the long time limit of the dimensional
moist static energy surplus is given by
lim M 2 D0 5 Ly q* (T0 ) 2
t/‘

Frad
,
arCT y sfc

(33)

as derived in appendix A. In the warmest regime, this
limit provides an expression for the maximum value of
M, whereas, in the intermediate regime, M exhibits a
transient peak at a value greater than its long
time limit.
It is also notable that the expression in (33) is independent of the initial conditions DDinit and h0 . We
therefore consider the limit in which the initial boundary
layer depth goes to zero. In this case, the nondimensional time t goes to infinity for any positive t,
according to (18). The long time limit of the system is
thereby reached immediately. Therefore, in the limit of
an initially shallow boundary layer, the solution for M is
given explicitly by the expression in (33).
The boundaries between each of the three regimes are
given by
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FIG. 4. Maximum relative humidity achieved at the top of the
boundary layer during its evolution as a function of T0 and a, for
h0 5 100, ysfc 5 5 m s21 , and Frad 5 200 W m22 .
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Frad
,
arCT y sfc Ly

Frad
, q* (T0 )
arCT y sfc Ly


Frad
1
1
1
, and
,
AR a rCT y sfc Ly


Frad
1
1
1
,
Asymptotic: q* (T0 ) .
AR a rCT y sfc Ly

(34)

FIG. 5. Evolution of CAPE with time for several different values
of T0 , given a 5 0:5. Here, CAPE is nondimensionalized by a factor
21
, while time is nondimensionalized according to (18).
of rCT ysfc Frad
The dashed black line displays the end of a 12-h diurnal time scale
corresponding to the particular parameter choices h0 5 100 m and
ysfc 5 5 m s21 .



Th
,
CAPE ’ (M 2 D0 ) ln
TLNB

Intermediate:

(35)
(36)

as derived in appendix B. Increasing the initial atmospheric temperature T0 , the evaporative fraction a, or
the surface wind speed y sfc ; or decreasing the net surface
radiative input Frad each has the effect of moving toward
the asymptotic regime.
For most reasonable parameter choices, the boundary
layer does not achieve saturation during its evolution, as
shown in Fig. 4. Supersaturations (in which the relative
humidity at the top of the boundary layer exceeds 1)
occur only at particularly high values of surface moisture
and preinitial temperature. Since this model does not
account for cloud formation in the boundary layer, it is ill
equipped to handle supersaturations. However, for the
majority of relevant parameter space, they do not occur.

4. Scaling of peak CAPE
By considering a parcel lifted from the boundary layer
with moist static energy M into the free troposphere,
whose environmental moist static energy is a constant
D0 in height and time, we calculate an approximate dimensional CAPE as a function of the boundary layer
moist static energy surplus:

(37)

where Th is the temperature at the top of the boundary
layer, and TLNB is the temperature at the parcel’s level of
neutral buoyancy. It is assumed that the deep convection
resulting from the stored CAPE will reach the tropopause and therefore that the temperature at the level of
neutral buoyancy is coincident with the temperature at
the tropopause in a typical column. Taking a rough average of data from Hoinka (1999), Holton et al. (1995),
and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976), we
assume a value of TLNB ’ 220 K for a midlatitude column.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of CAPE for several values of the preinitial near-surface air temperature
T0 , for a given choice of the surface moisture parameter.
The functional forms of the time evolution of CAPE
closely resemble those of the time evolution of m, since
CAPE in this model has a linear dependence on boundary layer moist static energy. However, CAPE also depends on the height of the boundary layer: as h increases
with time, the top of the boundary layer becomes progressively colder. Most notably, in the asymptotic regime,
h continues to grow linearly after d goes to zero. In those
cases, since the long time limit of D is D0 , the entire
column reverts to its preinitial dry adiabatic temperature
profile. Therefore, as h increases linearly with time, Th
must decrease along a dry adiabat. Consequentially,
while M remains at its asymptotic value for infinite time,
CAPE actually decreases with time after the dry static
energy surplus is sufficiently small.
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Therefore, CAPE has a transient peak in every regime. This transience is due to the competing effects
of two different mechanisms: Surface fluxes heat and
moisten the boundary layer, thereby increasing the
thermodynamic instability of the column. Meanwhile,
the upward growth of the boundary layer engenders
entrainment of dry air from the free troposphere above,
acting to decrease instability. CAPE is further diminished as the increasing altitude of the boundary layer
top lessens the area of positive buoyancy for lifted parcels. Near the beginning of this initial-value problem,
the surface fluxes dominate as the boundary layer grows
slowly, but they are eventually overwhelmed by the
boundary layer growth process—this is the time at which
peak CAPE is reached.
The value of peak CAPE increases monotonically
with increasing temperature when other parameters are
held fixed.
The functional relationship between peak CAPE and
initial near-surface air temperature is shown by the solid
green line in Fig. 6. For any given fixed set of parameters
(Frad, a, h0, and y sfc), peak CAPE is found to increase
approximately exponentially with increasing temperature T0 . Note that dimensional CAPE in this model is
considerably higher than that which is observed in nature; this is due to the idealizations made in constructing
the model, in particular the assumption that the
boundary layer is topped by a perfectly dry adiabatic
layer with unlimited depth. The effect of this assumption
is explored in Fig. 7, which shows the time evolution of
the vertical temperature profile for an example solution
at T0 5 305 K. Figure 7c shows the most unstable temperature profile in the evolution of the column, under
the assumption that the free troposphere follows the
dry adiabatic lapse rate to an infinite height. In this
case, CAPE is estimated by (37) to be 10 600 J kg 21.
In Fig. 7d, however, the free troposphere is given a
lapse rate more typical of the real atmosphere by
relaxing that same most unstable profile to the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976) above the
boundary layer. With this modification, an explicit
level of neutral buoyancy exists, and CAPE is directly
calculated to be 4500 J kg21, a value that more closely
reflects levels of extreme CAPE that might be observed in a continental severe weather environment.
While the magnitude of the peak of CAPE is significantly reduced by the implementation of a more realistic free troposphere, one would expect that the
overall scaling of CAPE with T0 would retain its
functional form if this artificial correction were applied across the board.
Combining (33) and (37) provides an expression for
CAPE as a function of the solution to the Clausius–
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FIG. 6. Modeled dimensional peak CAPE as a function of T0
(solid green line) for a 5 0:5, h0 5 100 m, ysfc 5 5 m s21 , and
Frad 5 200 W m22 ; and a theoretical curve (dashed red line) corresponding to the asymptotic limit of CAPE that arises as t / ‘, or
h0 / 0. This curve is an exact solution to the Clausius–Clapeyron
relation, as described by (38). The dotted black lines indicate the
boundaries between the three regimes of model solutions.

Clapeyron equation relating saturation specific humidity to temperature:
# 
"

Frad
Th
*
.
(38)
ln
lim CAPE 5 Ly q (T0 ) 2
t/‘
arCT y sfc
TLNB
This solution, shown by the dashed red line in Fig. 6,
defines the response of the long time limit of CAPE to
changes in temperature. It therefore corresponds exactly to peak CAPE in the asymptotic (warmest) regime
for any initial boundary layer depth and in all regimes
for the limit in which h0 / 0. The solution is linearly
dependent on q* (T0 ), and peak CAPE therefore scales
exactly according to the Clausius–Clapeyron relation in
the temperature space for which it applies.
As peak CAPE increases with increasing temperature, so too does the time required for peak CAPE to be
achieved. This presents an issue, since in nature the
boundary layer does not grow continuously for infinite
time. Instead, energetic input to the system stops as the
sun sets and the net radiative input to the surface goes to
zero. This issue could be addressed by imposing a diurnal cycle on the surface radiative input; for simplicity,
we merely introduce a limiting dimensional time scale
after which the constant radiation is to be cut off. We
assume a cutoff time scale of 12 h (or nondimensionally,
t diurnal 5 CT y sfc h21
0 3 12 h) to be a duration representative of diurnal radiative input. The maximum dimensional CAPE achieved within time tdiurnal is shown
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FIG. 7. Skew T diagrams depicting the vertical profile of temperature (solid black line) and dewpoint temperature (dashed black line) for
an example model solution in which T0 5 305 K, a 5 0:5, h0 5 500 m, ysfc 5 5 m s21 , and Frad 5 200 W m22 , at (a) t , 0, (b) t 5 0, (c) the time
at which maximum CAPE is achieved, and (d) as in (c), but with the temperature of the free troposphere relaxed to that of the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976).

in Fig. 8 as a function of T0 for a particular choice of
h0 , y sfc , a, and Frad.
The imposition of the diurnal time limit introduces a
new behavior for peak CAPE values at high temperature.
This model predicts that, for a given choice of constant
parameters, increasing T0 will cause the peak in CAPE to
occur later in the day. At low temperatures (in this case,
T0 & 305 K), the CAPE peak occurs prior to the end of
the diurnal time scale, so the curve of peak CAPE with T0
retains its exponential nature. At higher temperatures,
CAPE is still increasing when t 5 t diurnal , so the maximum
in CAPE occurs at the diurnal time limit. In this regime,
the maximum in CAPE still increases with increasing T0 ,
but its rate of increase is lessened. A consequence of this
is the existence of a maximum in the sensitivity of peak
CAPE with respect to temperature. In Fig. 8, this sensitivity maximum occurs at T0 ’ 305 K.
Finally, we vary the surface moisture a, wind speed
y sfc, and initial boundary layer height h0 parameters to
determine their effects on peak CAPE. These results are
shown in Fig. 9. The flux of moist static energy from the
surface to the boundary layer that fuels CAPE buildup
is a function of both surface moisture and wind speed.
Increasing either the surface moisture parameter or the
surface wind speed parameter has the effect of modifying the Bowen ratio such that a greater portion of the
surface moist static energy flux is partitioned to latent
heat flux. Both peak CAPE and the time taken to
achieve it are thereby increased. As a consequence,
CAPE increases more quickly with increasing temperature, but the regime of maximum sensitivity is shifted to
lower temperatures. Nevertheless, for a fixed T0 , increasing either a or y sfc has the monotonic effect of increasing peak CAPE.

The exception is that, for sufficiently high temperatures (in this example, T0 * 320 K), increasing a slightly
decreases the maximum CAPE that can be achieved
within the diurnal time scale. This is due to the assumption that a moister surface is associated with a
moister and therefore cooler initial boundary layer. This
effect acts to decrease the initial Bowen ratio, thereby
increasing the time taken for peak CAPE to be reached.
Imposing the diurnal time cutoff translates this slower
CAPE buildup into a smaller value of maximum CAPE
achieved within that time.
At low T0 , changing h0 has little effect on peak CAPE.
However, a deeper boundary layer requires a larger
total flux to achieve an equivalent buildup of moist static

FIG. 8. Modeled maximum CAPE within a diurnal time scale,
as a function of T0 for a 5 0:5, h0 5 100 m, y sfc 5 5 m s21 , and
Frad 5 200 W m22 .
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FIG. 9. Modeled maximum CAPE within a diurnal time scale, as a function of T0 with varying a, y sfc, and h0.

energy. Raising the initial boundary layer height
thereby has the effect of prolonging the time needed
for peak CAPE to be achieved. The temperature at
which the diurnal cutoff time scale becomes the limiting factor for peak CAPE is therefore lower for solutions with deeper boundary layers. Thus, while the
diurnal cutoff time is unimportant at sufficiently cool
temperatures, increasing h0 monotonically decreases
the maximum CAPE within the diurnal time scale at
warmer temperatures.

5. Discussion
The idealized column model developed here
introduces a theoretical constraint on transient peak
CAPE for a particular mechanism of instability generation unique to continental severe weather environments. Both in the presence and in the absence of a
limiting time scale, the model predicts increasing peak
CAPE with the increasing temperature of the preinitial
dry column that provides the capping inversion.
In the case of no limiting time scale, peak CAPE
scales exponentially with the temperature of the elevated dry layer and follows an exact solution to the
Clausius–Clapeyron equation. For a given range of
temperatures, the magnitude of peak CAPE is a direct
function of the preinitial saturation specific humidity of
the dry column. This is consistent with past studies
linking the growth rate of CAPE with temperature to
the increase in the water vapor capacity of air with increasing temperature [as found by Romps (2011) for
tropical climate]. The idealized column model derived
here extends this theoretical thermodynamic constraint
on severe convection to continental environments.
In the case in which radiative input to the surface is
limited by the time scale of the diurnal cycle, peak

CAPE also increases monotonically with dry-layer
temperature, but, as temperature increases, the peak
occurs at a later time. This result is consistent with
Gensini and Mote (2015), which found a delay in the
diurnal distribution of severe convection in dynamically downscaled future climate simulations. At sufficiently high temperatures, the time of peak CAPE
coincides with the end of the diurnal time scale, at
which point the relationship between temperature
and peak CAPE diverges from the exponential
Clausius–Clapeyron scaling.
Finally, we conclude that high temperature, high
available moisture in the land surface, and high surface
winds are each conducive to increased peak CAPE. This
suggests that, for the particular means of CAPE buildup
studied by this model, increasingly severe continental
convection would be permitted in warmer climates,
should other environmental parameters be unchanged.
This result could also be extended to seasonal variability
of severe convection, with wetter winter or spring seasons
possibly yielding moister soils that would be conducive to
higher peak CAPE conditions. Future studies could seek
to identify such correlations in the observational record.
Care should be taken not to overgeneralize these results. No determinations are made about changes in
deep-layer shear or convective initiation, both of which
are important for supporting severe convection over
land. However, this model does provide a theoretically
based constraint on the magnitude of CAPE that can
arise through diabatic heating in typical continental severe storm environments.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of Long Time Moist Static Energy Limit
in Asymptotic Regime
We begin with the nondimensional equation governing the flux of moist static energy from the surface into
the boundary layer [i.e., (29)]:
(1 2 a)(d 1 ds ) 1 a(ms 2 m) 2 1 5 F.

(A1)

In the limit of infinite time (t / ‘), the dry static energy
deficit d goes to 0, while the surface dry static energy ds
goes to 1 (as Tsfc / T0 ). Therefore, applying the infinite
time limit to this equation yields
(1 2 a) 1 a lim (ms 2 m) 2 1 5 F.
t/‘

(A2)

q* (T0 ) ,

dm F mAR
5 2
(d 1 d 2 1) .
dt h
hd s

(B3)

In the fully asymptotic regime, the moist static energy
surplus m increases asymptotically toward its long time
limit for all time and does not exhibit a transient peak.
Therefore, the time derivative of m is positive-definite:
dm F mAR
5 2
(d 1 d 2 1) . 0:
dt h
hd s

(B4)

Simplifying and rearranging yields

F . mAR

Frad
2 D0 .
lim [M 2 D0 2 cp Tsfc 2 Ly q* (Tsfc )] 5 2
t/‘
arCT y sfc
(A3)
We now substitute limt/‘ Tsfc 5 T0 and cp T0 5 D0 to
yield

t/‘

(B2)

for the peak regime.
To distinguish between the intermediate and fully
asymptotic regimes, we start from the nondimensional
equation for the time rate of change of the moist static
energy surplus [i.e., (23)]:

Rearranging and redimensionalizing gives

lim M 2 D0 5 Ly q* (T0 ) 2

Frad
arCT y sfc Ly

Frad
.
arCT y sfc

(A4)





d 1d21
.
F . lim m AR lim s
t/‘
t/‘
d

(B6)

Since limt/‘ ds 5 1, it can be shown that

t/‘


ds 1 d 2 1
5 1:
d

(B7)

Substituting this into (B6) and redimensionalizing yields

Derivation of Regime Boundaries
The boundaries between the peak, intermediate, and
asymptotic regimes are derived in terms of the long time
limits of model variables.
In the intermediate and asymptotic regimes, the long
time limit of moist static energy M is given by (33), as
derived in appendix A:
Frad
lim M 2 D0 5 Ly q* (T0 ) 2
.
t/‘
arCT y sfc

(B5)

We now take the long time limit of this inequality:

lim

APPENDIX B


ds 1 d 2 1
.
d

Frad
. AR lim M 2 D0 .
t/‘
rCT y sfc

We now substitute the long time limit of moist static
energy (limt/‘ M) from (33) into the above inequality,
resulting in the condition

Frad
1
1
1
q (T0 ) .
AR a rCT y sfc Ly


*

(B1)

When the long time limit of the moist static energy surplus
is positive (limt/‘ M 2 D0 . 0), the system is in either the
intermediate or asymptotic regime. Therefore, when the
limit is negative (limt/‘ M 2 D0 , 0), the system must be
in the peak regime. Substituting this inequality into the
above equation and rearranging yields the condition

(B8)

(B9)

for the asymptotic regime.
The intermediate regime exists for the range of q* (T0 )
between the peak and asymptotic regimes:


Frad
Frad
1
1
, q* (T0 ) ,
1
.
AR a rCT y sfc Ly
arCT y sfc Ly

(B10)
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